
#A766Gradient Triangle Quilt



EQUIPMENT
 Ruler
 Rotary cutter
 Cutting mat
 Pins
 Sewing machine
 Iron
 Curved quilters safety pins
 Hand sewing needle

DIFFICULTY ●●○

MATERIALS
 1.8x2.6m Homespun white
 50x15cm Homespun gold
 50x15cm Homespun lime
 50x15cm Homespun seaweed
 65x15cm Homespun green
 75x15cm Homespun charcoal
 65x15cm Homespun navy
 90x15cm Homespun turquoise
 75x15cm Homespun sky
 50x15cm Homespun candy
 50x15cm Homespun hot pink
 50x15cm Homespun purple
 1.8x2.6m backing fabric
 9m Grey bias binding
 1.8x2.6m Wadding
 Matching thread

CUT LIST

FABRIC 162x12cm 
rectangle

252x12cm 
rectangle

22x22cm 
squares

12x12cm 
squares

WHITE 1 1 96

GOLD 3

LIME 3

SEAWEED 4

GREEN 5

CHARCOAL 6

NAVY 6

TURQUOISE 7

SKY 6

CANDY 4

HOT PINK 4

PURPLE 4
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STEPS
1. Cut all coloured squares in half diagonally to create twice  
 as many right angle triangles. There will be an extra right  
 angle triangle in the charcoal, navy, sky, candy, hot pink  
 and purple fabrics which won’t be used.

2. Sew the triangles to the squares:
 a. Place a coloured triangle and a white square right  
  sides together.
 b. Line the right angle of the triangle up with the centre  
  of the square. Pin and sew along the diagonal.
 c. Press the seam flat. You can trim the excess off the  
  white triangle if preferred.
 d. Repeat the above steps for all coloured triangles and  
  white squares.

3. Sew the strips:
 a. Place the 1a square and the 1b square right sides  
  together. Pin and sew along the joining edge.

 b. Join the 1c square to the strip by placing it right side  
  together with the 1b square. Pin and sew along the  
  joining edge.

 c. Continue adding 1d, e, f, g and h squares until you  
  have completed strip 1.
 d. Press the seams flat.
 e. Repeat for all following strips using the provided  
  colour layout of the quilt.

4. Once all twelve of the strips have been sewn it is time to  
 sew them together.

5. Place strip 11 and 12 right sides together so the coloured  
 triangles of strip 12 align with the plain white side of  

 strip 11. Pin and sew along the joining edge and press  
 the seam flat.

6.  Join strip 10 to the facing by placing it right sides  
 together with strip 11. Pin and sew along the joining  
 edge and press the seam flat.

7. Repeat the above step with the remaining nine strips  
 until all coloured tip squares are joined.

8. Take the 172x12cm white rectangle and place it right  
 sides together with the long raw edge of strip 1. Pin, sew  
 and press the seam flat.

9. Take the 252x12cm white rectangle and place it right  
 sides together with the long raw edge of the h squares.  
 Pin, sew and press the seam flat.

10. Lay the quilt out sandwiching the wadding between the  
 backing fabric and the panel. Right sides of the backing  
 and panel should be facing out.

11. Starting at the centre of the quilt and working outwards,  
 place at least one curved safety pin through all layers of  
 the quilt. Place approximately one safety pin per square.  
 Cut off the excess backing fabric and wadding to 5cm  
 from the edge of the front panel.

12. Quilt as desired then remove safety pins.

13. Trim the wadding and backing fabric to 1cm from the  
 edge of the front panel.

14. Bind the edge of the quilt with the bias binding. Turn the  
 binding over and invisible stitch the binding to the back  
 of the quilt.
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